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Help Ensure A Seamless Transition to Touchless Payments with
B2’s Touchless Test Suite
The rise of touchless payments coincides with the rapid growth of contactless payments and as consumers look for ways to get
in and out of stores quickly without having to exchange cash or touch terminals and keypads. According to research reports,
this shift is only expected to increase as contactless and mobile payment adoption is expected to reach $24.99 billion by 2027.
However, a truly touchless payment experience requires contactless and mobile payments to change by rethinking the
transaction flow and removing options like capturing a PIN, providing cashback and various consumer prompting throughout
the transaction.
As the payment industry adapts to the current market conditions, now is the time for processors, ISOs, ISVs and merchants to
gain the tools and knowledge to implement and deploy these new forms of touchless, frictionless and seamless payment POS
solutions with confidence.
B2 is helping with the transition to touchless payments with its new Touchless Test Suite – a suite that helps ensure a seamless
migration to a safer and more convenient way to pay. B2’s Touchless Test Suite is a comprehensive solution that allows
organizations to test all their physical payments options for paying safely and securely with a contactless card or mobile wallet
curbside, touchless drive through, or in store payments and includes:

B2 Mobile Test Suite: The B2 MTS includes two smartphones – the newly released Apple® iPhone® SE (PRODUCT) RED
and a Samsung® Galaxy® S7. These two smartphones are pre-loaded with static device test accounts including test
accounts from American Express, Discover, Mastercard and Visa. With these devices, organizations can test the various
types of mobile payments used by consumers to make purchases. Now through September 30th, Apple® will also donate a
portion of the sales of the iPhone® SE (PRODUCT)RED to the Global Fund’s COVID-19 Response.

B2 Touchless Dual Interface Test Card Collection: This collection of cards contains 10 of our most popular dual interface
test cards, allowing organizations to test EMV contact and contactless credit and debit card transactions for all major payment
brands accepted in the US.

Select B2 eLearning Modules: These industry-leading online training courses help educate anyone who is involved in the EMV
and contactless payments ecosystem – from beginners to seasoned experts. The courses are taken remotely, at the user’s own
pace and convenience, providing the ability to grow expertise on critically important aspects of the payment ecosystem.

To Learn More, Visit: https://b2ps.com/products/b2-touchless-test-suite-tts/

